Servicefinder provides you with a comprehensive fleet management program for your vehicles, parts, inventory, and work orders.

With Servicefinder, you can easily:

- Manage parts inventories with precision;
- Create work orders and schedule vehicle maintenance with one-click;
- Perform maintenance for other schools or businesses and effectively manage quotes, work orders, invoices, and vehicles;
- Schedule technicians and repair jobs to best utilize your team;
- Coordinate bus availability and shop staff capacity to minimize the impact of repairs;
- Calculate and categorize garage costs to better analyze overall expenses; and
- Control worker overtime and supply costs by having a clear picture of labor hours and ordering processes.

Quality Control

Key features in Servicefinder give you the ability to control areas vital to fleet performance.

Fuel Import—provides vehicle fuel usage history and is customizable not only to measure fuel consumption, but also to provide odometer readings, which trigger preventive maintenance tasks.

Barcoding—imports part numbers as well as prints barcodes for optimal inventory control.

Flat Labor Rate—establishes benchmarks for measuring technician productivity on specific tasks.

Auditing—track changes in Servicefinder to see who made a change, when it was made, and what the change was for greater accountability.

Comprehensive Solution

Servicefinder effectively manages your shop from start to finish with everything from work order requests to job completion and invoicing to keep your shop running. You can easily track parts information, location, and inventories to ensure that the right supplies are purchased affordably and stored properly. Your work orders include details from labor rates and hours to parts costs and warranty information. With technician and garage data included together you have greater insights into job scheduling, and with inventory tracking blended with part usage, you will have supplies where you need them and when you need them.

You also can manage all fleet maintenance information in one place and use it to make better decisions about scheduling preventive maintenance, tracking inventories and warranties, and monitoring fuel consumption. Parts and labor combine to create work orders so that you can quickly access, analyze, print, and store maintenance and repair records.

Streamlined Operations

You will save valuable time and money with Servicefinder because we have streamlined the daily activities necessary to run a successful fleet maintenance operation.

- Instantly access work orders, vehicles, inventory, and more—making fleet maintenance supervision a snap;
- Minimize the impact of repairs on your busing operations;
- Increase efficiency by reducing data entry time in issuing parts assigned to a work order;
- Improve inventory receiving by seeing how many parts you have on-hand at each location prior to distributing your received inventory;
- Improve time management by allowing users to quickly enter time for technicians and track time on work orders using a new stopwatch feature;
- Evaluate overall fleet status for yearly budgeting; and
- Track component warranties.